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Why do we need an AI@EC 
Initiative ?

• AI is a powerful technology - risky if not used 
carefully.

• To ensure that AI is used in a way that’s fair, safe 
and helpful for everyone.

• Structure is needed:

o Governance, rules and guidelines.

• Compliance with EU regulations:

o AI Regulation: AI act – EU pioneer legislation.

o Commission as early adopter of AI act 
principles.

o GDPR, Intellectual property, Cybersecurity, ….

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaker:... and why do we need it?If you are here today, is probably because you are already aware of the potential of AI, either you explored it by yourself, or a colleague told you about it, or simply your manager understands the impact it might have to the Commission and asked you to enrol.Well, I can confirm that AI is the real deal and it comes with a lot of potential, to improve your daily work, to simplify routine tasks and to generally speaking, be more efficient. But with great power comes great responsibility, and AI has risks that need to be accounted for and addressed.And this is at the heart of the AI@EC initiative. Establishing the structures and the enablers that allow us to both harness the advantages that AI can bring and deploy AI systems in an ethical, safe and trustworthy manner. Making the Commission a leader by example in anticipating the forthcoming EU regulation on AI. 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/legislative-train/theme-a-europe-fit-for-the-digital-age/file-regulation-on-artificial-intelligence


AI@EC Initiative - Structure

AI@EC Initiative
(IMSB)

ISG-AI
(DIGIT+DGs)

Governance
steering

Operational 
activities

High-level 
planning

AI@EC Network
(DGT+DGs)

Identifying 
use cases

Service
Exploration

Knowledge 
sharing

AI@EC Initiative
(ITCB)

IMSB - Information Management Steering Board
ITCB - Information Technology and Cybersecurity Board
ISG-AI - Inter Service Group on AI

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaker:In that regard, the AI@EC Initiative was created, steered at the top by the Commission's Information Management Steering Board and composed by several elements, such as the AI@EC Network, that Cristian will present a bit later, and the InterService Group on AI, composed by 16 DGs and which will be driving the more operational aspects of AI.Also worth mentioning, is the Communication to the Commission that was in Inter Service Consultation during the Summer, which outlines the strategic approach of the Commission towards AI and we hope it will be adopted in October.



AI@EC Initiative - Governance

IMSB Steer the AI@EC 
Initiative

Alignment with 
Commission goals 

and ethical 
principles

ITCB Assessment of AI 
in new IT 

investments
Compliance at the 

initiation stage

ISG-AI Coordinate and 
implement the 

AI@EC initiative

Set policies, 
operational 

guidelines, support 
and monitor the 
implementation 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaker:In terms of Governance, I mentioned the IMSB, but there are other stakeholders.The Information Technology and Cybersecurity Board is the board involved in the assessment of new IT Investments, and we expect it to play a critical role in the evaluation of new AI projects and new AI systems, ensuring that compliance with AI regulations and best-practices is taken into account.The operational aspects dealt by the Interservice group will include the inter-DG coordination on new AI-related corporate services as well as setting up policies, guidelines and following up the implementation of AI in the EC.  



Guidelines Skilled workforce Communication Data maturity

Knowledge sharing Opensource Corporate support services Approach for development 
and use of AI

ISG-AI - Operational actions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Develop operational guidelines: Selection, acquisition, development, testing, deployment and use of AI systems including general and specific AI cybersecurity related topicsDevelop policies to build and maintain a skilled workforceDevelop a framework to support communicationStrengthen data maturityBuilding an agile and flexible approach to the development and use of AI and reviewing the corporate support servicesReuse and contribute to OSSFoster a culture of knowledge sharing with EUIBAS and Member States.Analysis of corporate support servicesBuild an agile and flexible approach to the dev and use of AI



Reduce the workload involving manual task, support discovery and decision making or better of new services for the public.
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AI@EC Initiative - Potential new areas of application

Citizens / Staff engagement

Drafting of content for 
briefings, reports, etc.

Support the
legislative process

HR, budget/financial/statistical
processes

Cybersecurity / Fraud detection 
/Threat intelligence

Information discovery and retrieval

Speech to text / 
text to Speech

Greening the 
Commission

Digital workforce

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaker:And precisely on implementation there are many areas where AI can really make an impact. Ranging from drafting briefings and reports, to automated translation or production of meeting minutes.There are already some systems available, like eTranslation that many of you may be familiar with, but many others in testing mode. There is a lot of buzz out there, there are endless possibilities and DGs are looking seriously to them and exploring the potential of AI and new use cases.And speaking about the potential of exploration, AI is also at your reach, and this is where the next section is relevant, so I pass the floor to Peter.



AI@EC Network

Steering Team at ISMB  director level.
DGT + DIGIT, JRC, SG, HR, OP, COMP

Open group

AI@EC Network

IAS
INTPA
JRC
JUST
MARE
MOVE
NEAR
OIB
OLAF
OP
PMO
REFORM
REGIO
RTD
SANTE
SCIC
SG
SJ
SRD
TAXUD
TRADE

CDCE
CDT
CINEA
CPVO
EACEA
EISMEA
ERCEA
HADEA
HERA
IDEA
REA

COUNCIL
PARLIAMENT
EEAS
CES
CDR
ECA

AGRI
BUDG
CLIMA
CNECT
COMM
COMP
DEFIS
DIGIT
EAC
ECFIN
ECHO
EMPL
ENER
ENV
EPSO
ESTAT
FISMA
FPI
GROW
HOME
HR

1700+

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/team/19%3a758a2781b9d145248983d6b1bbb62599%40thread.tacv2/conversations?groupId=2361f0be-b225-412d-9d9e-c6503df85034&tenantId=b24c8b06-522c-46fe-9080-70926f8dddb1


AI@EC Network – Action strands

Identifying AI opportunities 
and use cases

Facilitating the exploration of 
new AI projects and services

Building and sharing business 
knowledge in the AI area



• We need to identify tasks that can be taken over 
by AI

• We need to introduce safe AI tools

• We need to define the skills to use AI tools
• Formulating requests

• Critical thinking + processes

• Technical skills

• We need to acquire the skills: learning & 
recruitment

• We need to start using the tools

How does the organisation need to change?



• We use an AI tool to help us with a task, not to 
replace our job

• We must guide & critically assess

• We retain responsibility

• Distinguish between tasks with 

• human added value

• AI added value

Replacing tasks, not jobs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Human added valueJudgement and choicesPolicy developmentProgramme designSelection of projects, peoplePeople-to-people workNegotiationEngagementCommunicationManagementManual workMaintenance workAI added valueRepetitiveBriefingLetters to citizensDrawing on large data-setsData analysisReportsNeed for consistencyLegal interprétationsEvaluationPrecisely definedAutomation of business processesMinutes



Thank you!
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